Introduction

Medical decision making after severe stroke is complicated as it often involves life and death decisions that must be made in a relatively short amount of time despite an uncertain prognosis. Preference-sensitive decisions made by surrogate medical decision makers can result in stroke patients experiencing prolonged suffering and aggressive treatments they would not have chosen for themselves (1-5). One important decision encountered in patients with severe stroke with affected swallowing function is whether to use a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) tube to supply artificial nutrition and hydration.

Choosing to use a PEG tube for long term artificial nutrition in the setting of inadequate oral intake after stroke is complex because the decision must be made in a relatively short amount of time and prognosis is often uncertain. This case study utilized interviews with attending and resident neurologists, and surrogate medical decision makers in order to examine how neurologists and surrogate medical decision makers approached the decision to either receive a PEG tube or pursue comfort measures after severe stroke in two patients. Although these two patients presented with similar clinical characteristics and faced similar medical decisions, different decisions regarding PEG tube placement were made. Major challenges included physicians who did not agree on prognosis and surrogates who did not agree on whether to place a PEG tube. These cases demonstrate the importance of the role of the surrogate medical decision maker and the necessity of physicians and surrogate medical decision makers approaching the complex decision of PEG tube placement after stroke together. Additionally, these cases highlight the differing views on what defines a good quality of life and show the vital importance of high-quality goals of care conversations about prognosis and quality of life when deciding whether to place a PEG tube after severe stroke.
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of this case study was to examine how neurologists and surrogate medical decision makers approached the decision for a patient to receive artificial nutrition via a PEG tube after severe stroke.

We present the study in accordance with the CARE reporting checklist. Available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/apm-20-2094.

Case presentation

Two incapacitated patients (Patient A and Patient B) with similar National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale scores (NIHSS), stroke type and severity, and prior level of function, who were facing a medical decision regarding the placement of a PEG tube were identified. We conducted an in-depth comparison of these two patients because of the ethical and communication issues raised by the decision-making process in each case. The patients’ surrogate medical decision makers were consented for enrollment in this study. Physicians were also consented for this study. The University IRB approved this study. Both patient’s surrogates were consented for participation in this study.

Chart review of the patient’s medical records, semi-structured interviews with the patient’s attending and resident neurologists, as well as with the patient’s surrogate medical decision makers were conducted. Interviews were conducted during the first week of the patient’s hospitalization. The interviewer asked the patient’s physician and surrogates to identify what they believed the best case, worst case, and most likely outcome was for the patient. Additionally, the interviews allowed the physicians and surrogates to discuss barriers to medical decisions. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed. Members of the study team identified issues with medical decision-making process as they emerged from both the coded transcripts and chart review information.

Interviews were obtained from Patient A’s daughter, two attending neurologists, and one resident neurologist. Interviews were obtained from Patient B’s sister and son, as well as one attending and one resident neurologist. Patient A included two attending neurologists as their major medical decision occurred at a time when the first attending was transitioning off of service.

Patient A

Clinical and social characteristics

Patient A was an 81-year-old retired woman with a history of atrial fibrillation, osteoarthritis, CAD, and anxiety who presented with a left middle cerebral artery (MCA) stroke and an initial NIHSS severity score of 10 (indicating moderate to severe impairments). Patient A received both tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) and thrombectomy. She was subsequently admitted to the ICU and placed on mechanical ventilation. The patient decompensated during hospitalization and palliative care was consulted on day 6 of hospitalization in order to discuss goals of care, code status, and comfort measures. The patient was extubated and made DNR on day 8 of hospitalization. After extubation, Patient A faced a medical decision regarding the placement of a PEG tube due to persistent inability to swallow. The patient was unable to communicate and lacked decision making capacity. Patient A’s son was initially making medical decisions for this patient and requested aggressive interventions; however, he often did not keep scheduled meetings with the clinical team. Additionally, clinical care notes documented the care team’s suspicion that the son used illegal drugs and was using the patient’s social security income to purchase drugs. On day 6 of hospitalization, Patient A’s daughter was located and contacted by the palliative care team and informed of the pending medical decision of PEG tube placement. Patient A’s daughter, who lived out of town, came to the hospital and assumed medical decision-making responsibilities. At that point, the patient’s son stopped participating in the patient’s medical decisions. The daughter was legally able to serve as the patient’s surrogate under the health care consent law of the state in which the patient was hospitalized, which allows physicians to remove surrogates who are not acting or making medical decisions in the patient’s best interest.

Physician prognosis

Both the attending and resident physicians involved in this patient’s case indicated that the best outcome for this patient would not include a return to baseline; however, the range of impairment the patient would likely endure varied from being able to communicate and engage in activities of daily living to never being able to walk or talk. Attending 1 indicated that the worst outcome for this patient would be if she were to be kept alive artificially with a tracheostomy and a PEG tube without being able to enjoy life. “That’s a bit of a value judgment. I think the worst possible outcome would be her being kept alive artificially on a tracheostomy and a PEG tube, but not having any ability to enjoy life.” —Attending 1. Both Attending 2 and the medical resident indicated that the worst outcome would be further strokes and death. The neurology notes
from this patient state that the most likely outcome was “that the patient would likely need long term institutional care given her severe cognitive deficits.” The neurology team recommended long term placement in a nursing home.

**Surrogate prognosis**

Patient A’s daughter indicated that she believed the worst outcome for her mother would be that she “goes to a nursing home and lays in a bed for months”. Patient A’s daughter indicated that she preferred her mother’s death to watching her mother live a life with no quality. The surrogate indicated that although she wished to pursue comfort measures only, she was not confident in her choice due to conflicting information given to her by the palliative care and neurology teams. The patient stated that the neurology team expressed optimism and “made [her] feel like [she] should wait” to make a decision on pursuing comfort measures. Whereas the palliative care team recommended a transition to comfort measures.

**Goals of care**

The daughter stated the palliative care team had indicated that comfort measures was the appropriate plan; however, several hours later, neurology questioned the daughter’s choice to pursue comfort measures as the neurology team had a more optimistic prognosis. “I got mixed reviews from two different doctors... I’m confused... I felt resolution with (comfort measures) and then when I spoke to the neurologist, I felt judged that she was implying like you’re going to give up.” — Patient A’s daughter.

**Patient outcome**

The daughter decided against placement of a PEG tube. The patient was placed on inpatient hospice and died on day 16 of hospitalization.

**Patient B**

**Clinical characteristics**

Patient B is a 58-year-old man with a history of prior right cerebrovascular event with residual spastic paralysis, and hypertension who presented with a left MCA occlusion and an initial NIHSS severity score of 10. Patient B was ineligible to receive tPA due to unknown time of last normal and the patient did not receive thrombectomy. Patient B was subsequently admitted to the ICU with a full code status. Patient B faced a medical decision regarding the placement of a PEG tube due to dysphagia. The patient’s medical chart had a note from his neurologist during the initial hospitalization which stated that when the patient was asked whether he wanted to receive a feeding tube, the patient shook his head no. Although Patient B was able to nod his head when asked yes or no questions, he was determined to lack medical decision-making capacity because of his aphasia and severe neurologic injury. The patient’s son initially served as the patient’s medical decision maker; however, his son felt unsure of his ability to make medical decisions and deferred decision making to his aunt, the patient’s sister. Palliative care was consulted on day 3 of hospitalization in order to discuss goals of care. The patient was made a DNR on day 27 of the hospitalization.

**Physician prognosis**

Both the attending and resident neurologists on this case indicated that the best case scenario for this patient would be if he were able to return home with the assistance of a home health aide or skilled nursing visits. The worst case scenario was recurrent stroke and death. The neurologist believed the patient would likely need placement in a long-term care facility.

**Surrogate prognosis**

Patient B’s son (surrogate 1), indicated that he did not believe that his father would ever return to baseline or regain his mobility, even in the best case scenario. Furthermore, Patient B’s son indicated that death was the worst case scenario but that he did not believe that his father would have wanted any surgeries or procedures like a PEG tube during this hospitalization.

Patient B’s sister (surrogate 2), believed that in the best case scenario the patient would regain some speech and ability to walk and swallow. Surrogate 2 indicated the worst case scenario would be for the patient to be in a vegetative state and lack quality of life. As an additional concern, Patient B’s sister stated that she believed the hospital would try to give up on her brother because he was poor and Black. Additionally, she indicated that her brother was a fighter and they should not give up because he had recovered (although not back to baseline) from a prior stroke.

**Patient outcome**

Patient B received a PEG tube on day 8 of hospitalization and was discharged to inpatient rehabilitation facility on day 16; however, he was subsequently readmitted to the hospital the next day for chest pain with tachycardia which was later diagnosed as sympathetic storms. During the readmission,
the patient pulled out his PEG tube and the PEG tube was replaced the next day. At the time that the patient pulled out the PEG tube, an internal medicine doctor noted in the patient’s medical record that “the patient still seemed to shake his head ‘no’ to the idea of a feeding tube, but apparently a family member was able to get him to agree. I’m unsure who has given (or will give) consent on behalf of the patient. A trial of PEG tube feedings for support is reasonable but I’m afraid that the patient’s quality of life will not improve much and it is often difficult to decide to stop using the PEG for feeding once it is in. If he (and the family) eventually decide to stop using the PEG tube feeds, it can be used for comfort meds at the end of life.”

Throughout the patient’s hospital stay, palliative care notes indicate that they repeatedly discussed stopping the patient’s tube feeds, additionally the PEG tube was either pulled out by the patient or fell out and was replaced four times. Nevertheless, the family did not want to stop feeds.

In total, Patient B spent an additional 148 days in the hospital prior to being discharged to a subacute nursing facility. At the time of discharge, the patient was noted to be unresponsive and had not regained the ability to speak, walk, or swallow.

All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee(s) and with the Helsinki Declaration (as revised in 2013). Written informed consent was obtained from the patient or their surrogate.

Discussion

Although these two patients presented with similar clinical characteristics and faced similar medical decisions, these patients had very different outcomes. Even though both patients had surrogates who indicated that they did not want to see the patient have a poor quality of life, different decisions were made regarding PEG tube placement. These cases highlight the complexity of decisions to pursue PEG tube after stroke and differing views on what defines a good quality of life. Each case had its own major challenges during the decision-making process. In case A, the surrogate felt like she was pitted between the palliative care physician and the neurologist, both of whom had differing opinions on whether the patient should have a PEG tube placed. The major challenge in Patient B’s care was that the patient and his son both expressed reservations about having a PEG tube placed; however, the patient’s sister assumed medical decision-making authority and proceeded with PEG tube placement. In this case, the patient’s son did not feel confident that he could make the “right” medical decision and he actively deferred decision making to his aunt, the patient’s sister. Although the decision to give the patient a PEG tube was ultimately made by the surrogate, there seemed to be discomfort among members of the clinical care team regarding the patient’s lack of assent. In both cases, the surrogates felt pressure to make a decision regarding PEG tube placement, which may have affected decision making.

Although both patient’s outcomes could be considered ethically and medically acceptable; in both of these cases several challenges got in the way of decision making, including different prognoses offered by different medical providers, mistrust of the medical community, and multiple surrogates with differing opinions. Additionally, the patients’ inability to assert their preferences and values about PEG tube placement posed additional challenges surrounding questions of substituted judgment and determining what was best for the patient. On the other hand, there were several components in these cases which helped facilitate decision making, including: identifying the most appropriate surrogate to make medical decisions, physicians who engaged in shared medical decision making with the surrogates, and including palliative care consultants to facilitate goals of care discussions.

Both of these cases highlight the importance of the role of the surrogate medical decision maker and high-quality goals of care conversations. In the case of Patient A, it is important to note the discrepancy of opinions between the clinical care teams on whether the patient should pursue a PEG tube and how these differing opinions complicated the decision making process for the patient’s surrogate. Additionally, in both cases, some physicians and surrogates believed that death was the worst case outcome, while at the same time, some physicians and surrogates believed further decompensation and suffering would be the worst outcome. The concern that severe disability after stroke may be a fate worse than death is a highly prevalent belief and highlights the challenges that differing opinions on worse outcome present (18,19). In both cases, the physicians worked with the patient’s surrogates to make the decision regarding the PEG tube placement, despite their own personal feelings on prognosis and worst case outcome.

Conclusions

These cases demonstrate how physicians and surrogate
medical decision makers approach the complex decision of PEG tube placement after stroke. Additionally, these cases highlight the complexities that can arise when multiple surrogates are involved in medical decision making and when multiple physician teams do not work together to present a more consistent message about the range and the most likely patient outcomes. Lastly, these cases show the vital importance of high-quality goals of care conversations about prognosis and quality of life when making complex medical decisions around artificial nutrition after severe stroke. High quality goals of care conversations include discussing patient preferences and values, as well as goals of care and treatment options that match the goals of medical care.
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